DEVICE WORKFLOW SOLUTIONS
Fax Forward / Fax to Server
Brother multifunction devices offer modern
fax solutions designed to support secure and
seamless document exchange. These features
are ideal for environments that include fax
documents and can help improve workflow,
while getting information where it needs to go.

Fax Forward to Cloud or Email
Automatically forward incoming faxes to a defined cloud service or email address1.
•Convenient built-in feature within Brother Apps
•Forward to Google Drive™, Dropbox, OneDrive, Box, OneNote, or Evernote®
•Forward to a designated email address using the Easy Scan to Email feature
V
 iew received faxed documents from virtually anywhere
C
 ombine features to have the machine send an email notification that a fax was forwarded to a cloud service

nvironment requires an improved workflow for receiving
Use if: Efaxes
and forwarding to the cloud or an email address.
Fax Forward
Automatically forward incoming faxes to another fax machine or email address2.
•Enables a user to share received documents with other users via fax
View received faxed documents from virtually anywhere via email

nvironment requires an improved workflow for receiving faxes
Use if: Eand
forwarding to another fax destination or email address.
Fax to Server
Scan documents and send them over the network to a fax server.
•Documents are converted to fax data and sent using standard phone lines
•Brother all-in-one devices can integrate into a fax server environment
Eliminate the need for individual phone lines connected to each machine

Use if: Environment has a single fax server installed.

I-Fax is an alternative solution
that can be implemented to
address security or volume
concerns, as well as to track
incoming and outgoing faxes.
I-Fax enables you to send
and receive faxes over the
Internet instead of using a
regular phone line (which may
not be easily accessible and can
also be cost prohibitive).

1 Requires Internet connection. Fax Forward to Cloud requires an account with the desired cloud service.
2 Requires POP3/SMTP or IMAP mail server support for forward to email.
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